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“Two Mines, One Force”
speaks to our resolve to harness
development of our two mines to be
a driving force for socio-economic
development, strengthening our
impact through promotion of
sustainable common strategies,
application of rigorous standards,
dialogue with stakeholders and empowerment of local communities.

Our goal is to give impetus for
change and in so doing, strengthen
our stakeholder legacies.
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SEMAFO

SEMAFO is a Canadian-based intermediate gold producer
with over twenty years’ experience building and operating
mines in West Africa. The Corporation operates two mines,
the Boungou and Mana Mines in Burkina Faso. SEMAFO
is committed to building value through responsible
mining of its quality assets and leveraging its development
pipeline.

HUMANITARIAN MISSION
Make sustainable contributions
to improve the quality of life and
livelihoods of the communities in
which we operate through social,
health, education and
environmental policies and
programs.

CORPORATE MISSION
Establish enduring relationships with the countries in which
we operate and through our experience, expertise and
financial acumen, partner to responsibly develop natural
resources.
Since 2009, supporting Mana communities with up to 2% of net
income through SEMAFO Foundation initiatives
Established national workforce development program succeeding in
filling management and supervisory positions

OUR VALUES
Respect and Integrity
Excellence
Know-How
Teamwork
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GOVERNANCE
We have put in place a governance system and mechanisms to identify and manage the risks and opportunities related to our
activities. The Environmental, Health & Safety and Sustainable Development Committee monitors sustainable development.

2018 Activities

Mandate

ENVIRONMENT

HEALTH
&
SAFETY

Establishes appropriate policy and
risk management systems aimed at
managing environmental risks
Reviews and recommends to the
Board for approval the Corporation’s
environmental policy
Reviews periodically a report on the
environmental developments at each of
the Corporation’s mining site
Reports to the Board on any material
environmental incident at any of the
Corporation’s mining site
Ensures that periodical environmental
audits are performed at each mining
site.

Establishes appropriate policy and
risk management systems aimed at
managing health and safety risks
Reviews and recommends to the Board
for approval the Corporation’s health
and safety policy
Reviews periodically a report on the
health and safety developments at each
of the Corporation’s mining site
Reports to the Board on any material
health and safety incident at any of the
Corporation’s mining site.

GOVERNANCE AND RISK
Oversaw the environmental and health and safety risks
facing our operations
Received presentations on environmental, health and
safety and sustainable development matters
Oversaw the implementation of environmental
monitoring systems at our new Boungou Mine.
ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH & SAFETY
Monitored the environmental footprint of our operations,
in particular with respect to water management, waste
management and plant discharges
Monitored our health and safety record and followed-up
on incidents
Monitored our health and safety prevention activities
Monitored health issues facing our employees in Africa
Monitored health issues facing the inhabitants of the
communities surrounding our mine
Reviewed the adequacy of the Environmental Policy,
Health and Safety Policy and Social Responsibility
Policy.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Approved our sustainable development report
Monitored sustainable development activities.

SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

Ensures that, with respect to matters
under the Corporation’s control, the
Corporation operates in a climate
that fosters the improvement of living
conditions in the communities where it
operates
Reviews periodically a report on the
sustainable development activities of
the Corporation
Reviews and recommends to the
Board for approval the part in the
Corporation’s annual report relating
to its sustainable development
achievements.

STRATEGIC
Continued to monitor the development of our sustainable
development initiatives at Boungou to allow for a
seamless start-up of this new mining operation
Recommended to the Board for approval amendments
to the Environmental, health & safety and sustainable
development committee mandate
Met without management present at each meeting.

Environmental, Health & Safety and Sustainable Development Committee

Lawrence McBrearty,
chairman

Terence F. Bowles,
member

Gilles Masson,
member

Tertius Zongo,
member
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A Standout Year
2018 was a milestone year for SEMAFO.

In addition to marking ten years of operations
at the Mana Mine, the Corporation constructed,
commissioned and declared commercial
production at the Boungou Mine on time
and on budget.
Although we faced in-country security headwinds, some of the year’s highlights also included launching development of Siou underground,
taking a minority position in Savary Gold Corp.
and early-stage exploration success at Boungou.
We are also proud to have had our commitment
to corporate social responsibility recognized
nationally through our ranking among the Future
40 Responsible Corporate Leaders in Canada by
Corporate Knights.
Group training session at Mana Mine

SEMAFO ended the year with a
strong financial position of
$122(1) million in cash and cash
equivalents and $120 million in
debt. This positions us strongly
for funding our growth plan, gives
us flexibility and should allow us
to take advantage of opportunities.

In tandem, SEMAFO Foundation celebrated its tenyear presence in the Mana area and three years of activities in the Boungou area. Over the past ten years,
the Foundation has positively impacted the lives of
some 1.5 million Burkinabe in 140 towns through sustainable projects in the areas of education, population
support, health and agri-food projects. Throughout
the 2018 year, the Foundation continued to work together with stakeholders to build livelihood opportunities in the communities close to the two mines.
October 2018 public hearings for Siou Underground

Guided by our core company
values—respect and integrity,
excellence, know-how and teamwork—we will continue to measure our contribution beyond our
balance sheet in 2018 and in the
years to come.

(1) In this report, all amounts are in US dollars unless
otherwise indicated.
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Ten Years of Community Collaboration

We aim to build trust through ongoing collaboration with a broad range of stakeholders, including
communities and governments, which involves listening and responding to stakeholder needs and
concerns. For the past 10 years, we have used a tripartite approach to community relations: direct
community meetings, cross-community initiatives through SEMAFO Foundation and mine-specific
consultation committees. The latter, which are presided by the provincial governor, have been
enacted into local bylaws to provide a forum for discussion between the mine and impacted
communities.
Community teams are located at both our mine sites and lead our stakeholder engagement and community relations activities, with specific accountability assigned to our mine operations managers,
human resources managers and Vice President, Mining Operations.

Mine
community
team

Local
consultation
committee

SEMAFO
Foundation

SEMAFO’s President & CEO is ultimately
accountable for the success of our community and stakeholder engagement. At the board
level, the Environmental, Health & Safety
and Sustainable Development committee
has oversight of all policies and programs
with respect to community relations and
environmental activities.

We broadly define our core group of stakeholders as employees, contractors, suppliers, shareholders, local community members, governments, and industry groups. When determining how
and with whom we engage, we consider the type of stakeholder and their concerns to develop
a suitable engagement strategy. As each stakeholder group has unique expectations, we tailor
our engagement practices to meet their needs.
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2018 Direct Community Achievements, Boungou
Following achievement of commercial production at
Boungou on September 1, 2018, we began contributing
to a community development tax of 1% of our revenues
at the mine. The tax will underpin a local development
fund (Fonds minier de développement local, FMDL), the
majority of which will be returned to communities surrounding the Boungou Mine. By year-end 2018, we had
contributed $664,000, representing four months of commercial production for the benefit of local communities.

Welcoming chief of Nadjabondi village to Boungou

In addition to royalty payments, the
Boungou community team repaired
local wells; supported
religious holidays and sporting
activities; trained a group of young
people in 5 trades;
acquired equipment for a local
radio station; and built a chickenfarming coop and animal
enclosure pen. A total of $100,000
was also invested into resurfacing
68 kilometers of the RR28 regional
road from
Ougarou to Tawori.
Awarding certificates to trade program finishers in July 2018

2018 Direct Community Achievements, Mana

During the year, the Mana community team
played a liaison role between SEMAFO
and near-mine communities in addition to
representing their interests in sector panels,
national roundtables and with contractors
for local recruitment. In terms of practical
support, it repaired local roads and water
wells; compensated local farmers for loss
of arable land; provided funding for religious holidays; transported patients with
the mine’s ambulance to hospital; helped
displace a local health center and sacred
site in line with health and safety standards;
and raised awareness in the communities
on the importance of collaborating with
8
the mine.

Successful Communication of Impact of Siou Underground
An Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) is conducted to evaluate the potential impacts a proposed project could have on the environment and on host communities. As part of the
permitting process during project development, we use baseline studies to assess the current state of
the environment at the proposed site, identify the potential effects of our planned activities and outline
steps to minimize any identified risks. ESIAs require extensive consultation with local communities, as
well as considerable input from technical and environmental experts.
At year-end 2018, ten months of careful planning, design, and dialogue ended with receipt of a favorable opinion from Burkina Faso’s Ministry of Environment on the ESIA submitted for Siou underground. The final step in the mining permitting process—the hearing with the Mines Commission— is
projected to be held by end of the first quarter of 2019.
Preparation for the ESIA for Siou underground began promptly in February 2018 with completion of the Mana prefeasibility study. From the beginning, SEMAFO took a
methodical, inclusive approach to enable impacted
communities to understand the scope of the project, its potential impacts and to mitigate any potential risk. By May, the terms of reference for
the ESIA had been filed, the baseline study area
had been identified and planning for the public
hearings was already underway. By August, the
ESIA study had been filed with the Burkinabe
regulatory authorities, including identification
of environmental risk and proposed mitigation
plan, risk evaluation, an environmental and social
management plan, a mine closure plan and proposed holding of public consultations. Approval of
the ESIA was granted by BUNEE (national office for
environmental evaluations) through a formal technical
hearing process called COTEVE (technical committee for
environmental evaluations).
October 2018 public hearings for Siou Underground

As part of the 30-day public hearings held between October and November, briefings were held in affected communities, during which key actors and groups were apprised of the project with the view to
hearing opinions and addressing concerns. Following these public meetings, the population approved
the underground project subject to a number of recommendations. These included resurfacing the production road, increased dust suppression on the haulage road, and implication of SEMAFO Foundation
in their impacted townlands.
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SEMAFO Foundation, A Powerful Community Force
Through SEMAFO Foundation, community investment helps build sustainable partnerships between
SEMAFO and neighbouring communities while reinforcing the latter’s self-sufficiency. Inspired by the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, SEMAFO Foundation pursues its mission to support
communities by investing in development projects and by training and empowering the population.
Generating Results Since 2009
The Foundation’s projects deliver tangible immediate as well as long-term results. Over the past nine
years, it has injected a total of C$11.4 million in Burkina Faso, C$3.1 million of which in educational
projects. As part of its focus on education, it has constructed 104 classrooms and increased school
capacity by 6,400 students, positively impacting 228,500 people. Of the C$11.4 million, the Foundation has invested C$0.9 million into income-generating projects, which participants have converted
into income of C$6.7 million, mostly from the sale of sesame and shea butter products.

C$0.9M
Foundation donation

Community project
appropriation

Community income generated since 2009 through
participation in SEMAFO
Foundation’s agricultural
projects

Community proceeds
of C$6.7M
2018
Our contribution to SEMAFO Foundation reached $1.3 million in 2018, funding a wide range of activities essential to improving the living conditions of communities. As an example, during the year,
income-generating activities such as sesame, shea butter and multi-functional platform projects
generated close to C$1.0 million, positively impacting the lives of 37,500 people.
Est Region (Boungou Area)
The year 2018 saw SEMAFO Foundation maintain its focus on building the educational capacity in
the area by completing construction of a school with three classrooms, latrines and a store room in
addition to fitting six schools with water dispensers. Given the real-life shortage of building electricians
and welders in the Boungou area, the Foundation has funded a vocational study program for five
out-of-school boys in building electricity/welding studies in Ouagadougou. At the end of two academic
years, successful participants will be awarded a certificate of professional qualification that should
facilitate their access to the labour market and lift them out of poverty. A total of 720 children from four
schools received school kits to offset the cost of school supplies, with 85 receiving solar lamps to help
them prepare for their primary school leaving exam. In addition, eight deserving students from
10
five schools were awarded bicycles.

Two New Projects, Both Women-Focused
During the year, the Foundation launched two new revenue-generating projects—sheep farming and
shea butter projects—while continuing to support the six projects already in operation. Both projects
aim to help alleviate female poverty by building household income and are inspired by the success of
sibling projects in the Mana area.
Sheep Farming
In West Africa, for-profit sheep farming is becoming an increasingly popular activity in rural and urban
settings. Demand spikes around religious holiday periods such as Tabaski and Christmas.
A group of ten women from the village of Tambouangou were selected to launch the project. After
completing training, each woman received three sheep, fattening material and items for project startup including feed and equipment. In their first year, participants generated total sales of C$4,000.
Currently, the women have organised themselves into support groups and are in the process of buying sheep for the second phase. The Foundation’s goal is that the women will be able to convert the
donated sheep into a microenterprise that will enable them to continue buying and selling animals for
fattening until they become financially self-sufficient.

SEMAFO Foundation
donations to the
sheep-fattening project

Shea butter project
participants

Shea Butter
In view of the success registered by the women
of Yona in the Mana area, a survey was conducted in three villages close to Boungou on
establishment of a soap-making project. The
survey incorporated the women’s level of
motivation and commitment, the presence of raw
material (shea nuts) and the target market for
the end produce. Following the review, a village
was selected, and 15 women have been picked
to participate.
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Boucle
du Mouhoun Region (Mana Area)
x
In 2018, almost 70 percent of SEMAFO Foundation’s budget in the Mana area served to boost the
educational sector. Primary and secondary schools were fitted out with classrooms, desks and
offices; a total of 13,000 school kits and over 2,000 solar lamps were distributed; and sanitary conditions were enhanced by the construction of boreholes, latrines and hand-washing stations.
The combination of the Foundation’s activities—the construction of classrooms, school canteens, the
distribution of school kits, hand-washing posts, desk-benches and bicycles, in addition to the drinking
water wells—enabled several schools to achieve a 100% success rate in the CEP (primary school
certificate) exams.
In addition to reinforcing the educational sector in 2018, SEMAFO Foundation also carried out the
following in the Mana area:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Launched five new income-generating projects, all of which focus on female entrepreneurs
Continued to support seven established livelihood projects
Donated equipment to sesame farmers including carts, spades, wheelbarrows and seed
drills
Trained over 75 grain producers in inventory credit
Facilitated meals for over 3,000 pupils through donations of rice and cooking oil
Funded extension of a market garden, sunk four wells and erected a fence
Repaired six multi-functional platforms and trained the female users
Provided funding for women to be screened for cervical cancer in several villages
Renovated and installed solar paneling on a health center benefiting 6,000 people

Training on management of inventory credit banks.
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Our Workforce
Our success is dependent on the 3,440 employees and contractors working for us. It is their motivation and desire for excellence that drives our performance and helps us achieve our corporate
objectives. We believe in recruiting local employees and in enhancing their skills and knowledge to
enable them to reach more senior roles.
The majority of our mine employees is unionized, with employee terms negotiated through
collective agreements. In 2018, we negotiated a new three-year agreement and terms with Mana
Mine employees. Boungou Mine employees are covered by a three-year collective agreement
signed in November 2017. Our ability to sign agreements with unionized and non-unionized
employees speaks to our good relations with employees and our willingness to resolve employee
issues promptly for mutually beneficial outcomes.
Boungou, a Strong Local Focus
As at December 31, 2018, the Boungou Mine employed 1,207 employees and contractors, 92% of
whom are Burkinabe nationals. To ensure that local communities benefit fully from the presence of
the mine, over 40% of our total workforce are residents of the surrounding Est region.

Over 40% of Boungou work
force sourced from near-mine
communities

31%

51%

41%

8%

Expatriates

Other - Burkina Faso

10%

Tapoa - Est Region

Other - Est Region
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Developing A National Work Force

2018

Head Office
2%

Expatriates
2%

National employees
including contractors

As at December 31, 2018,
3,440 people worked at
SEMAFO

96%
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Focus on Developing National Talent
Developing workforce capacity and conducting regular training across our sites is an ongoing
priority. The majority of the total workforce comes from local communities and the regions surrounding our mines, and they often have no prior mining experience. We believe there are significant
socioeconomic benefits to building a local workforce and economy, and we invest in relevant training
and development initiatives to improve the productivity and safety of our employees.
Launched in 2012 at Mana, the National Workforce Development Program aims to train local, highpotential employees into higher-level or trainer positions. Preparation for the first cohort of Boungou
employees at Boungou began in 2018 and 12 employees are now scheduled to begin the two-year
program in April 2019. On the exploration side, five employees commenced the training program
late in 2018, supported by three sponsors. At Mana, 12 employees are expected to complete the
program in 2019 and to assume roles with greater responsibilities. The nationalization of posts at
Mana is progressing well with almost half of all managerial roles now filled by Burkinabe.
Training
All new employees undergo training on safety, accident prevention, environmental issues and company procedures, among other topics. Ongoing training priorities are defined based on job requirements, performance evaluation notes and legal requirements.
In addition, during the year, we maintained our focus on upskilling our local employees at both
mines through programs designed to further vocational and business competencies, particularly in
safety, management and technical training. In 2018, 16,174 hours of training were dispensed to national employees, 4,155 of which at Mana and 12,019 at Boungou. The majority of training hours at
Mana in 2018 were devoted to management techniques, reflecting Mana’s longer mining history and
well-established workforce.
Training at Boungou in 2018 involved 12,019 hours split across three categories: task-based technical training, management and development of a national workforce, and health and safety training.
Prior to the mine start-up, mine operators were given task-based training by an external agency.
Also in the year, an internally developed specialized training course was given to members of the
mechanical and electrical maintenance teams.

Training Hours Dispensed at Mana by Type

Training Hours Dispensed at Boungou by Type

13%

29%

39%

49%
38%

32%

Management

Health & Safety

Technical

Base camp induction

Health & Safety

Technical
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Two
Mines, One Health and Safety Focus
x
Building a healthy and safe work environment requires employees to have the skills and knowledge
to identify hazards and avoid risks. Individuals must also value health and safety in order to make the
right decisions, while strong policies, procedures and systems must be in place to safeguard workplaces. Health and safety risks such as disease and injury related to working in natural environments
are addressed in our health and safety planning. Each of our operations follows SEMAFO’s corporate
Health and Safety Policy, which establishes requirements for suppliers and contractors to comply with
our health and safety standards. Site-specific health and safety targets are defined annually as part of
the management review element of our health and safety management systems.

Graduates of mine operating
course at Boungou

In 2018, as part of our management
system, we achieved the following at
our mines:
Boungou:
• Implementation of a digital lockout form
system
• Three-day induction training courses for new
employees
• Injury frequency rate of 0.93 (best-ever
SEMAFO result), representing 1,077,389
hours worked during commercial production
without lost time
• Injury frequency rate of 0.61, representing
5.6 million hours worked during the 18-month
construction period without lost time. (This is
an excellent result relative to our target of 5.0,
which is the average injury frequency rate
sustained during the construction of three
mining projects in Burkina Faso.)
• Establishment of monthly measurements of
leading indicators

Mana:
• Quarterly meetings of members of the
health and safety work committee
• Compilation of a risk analysis pocket
note book
• Inspection of all fire extinguishers by an
external firm to ensure their compliance
• Annual revision of safety work protocol
• Annual audit of equipment subject to
routine check

Safety training session at Mana
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Boungou
2018 Safety Achievements			

Mana
2018 Safety Achievements			

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

297 planned joint inspections
2,479 pre-shift meetings held
13,452 pre-task risk analyses
109 meetings held on security
Implemented an accident follow-up
process
Implemented a pre-task risk analysis
system (Take 5)
Implemented monthly inspection of fire
alarm system
Acquired emergency response and
industrial hygiene equipment
Set up a mine rescue team

Boungou
2018 Health Achievements			
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regular medical check-ups for all
workers
Four-person health team trained on
‘thick smear’ tests
Tests on blood lead levels conducted on
19 employees
Training for forty employees on use of a
defibrillator
External training course in resuscitation
Awareness-raising sessions held on
smoking, malaria, HIV/AIDS, Ebola fever, dengue fever and gastro-enteritis

•
•
•
•
•
•

194 planned joint inspections
1,320 daily inspections carried out by
preventionists
6,347 task supervisions and risk analyses
460 employees trained on health and
safety topics by preventionists
A total of 396 meetings hosted on monthly topics
846 other health and safety meetings
Workplace safety personnel were trained
on breathing apparatus and on work
safety by external Québécois firefighters
Positive outcome to medical inspection
audit by Ministry

Mana
2018 Health Achievements
			
• Regular medical check-ups for all
workers
• Regular evacuation of villagers
(on request of health center)
• Health team trained on ‘thick smear’ tests
(diagnosis of malaria by microscopy)
• Tests on blood-lead levels of laboratory
employees
• Awareness campaign carried out across
all departments of the mine in December
by the workers’ AIDS committee
• Recruitment of a new nurse
• Positive outcome to medical inspection
audit by Ministry
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Mana
Strong Health and Safety Score Card

Boungou
Strong Start to Operations

Injury Frequency Rate - MANA(1)

Injury Frequency Rate - BOUNGOU(1)
2.00

2.03

1.86

1.85

1.89
1.52

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Accidents with Lost Time - MANA(1)

0.93

2018

2018 Target

Accidents with Lost Time - BOUNGOU(1)

2

In 2018, no accidents with lost time
were recorded at Boungou
1

2014

2015

1

1

1

2016

2017

2018

Lost Work Days - MANA(1)

Lost Work Days - BOUNGOU(1)

227

124

15

20

2014

2015

In 2018, no lost work days were
recorded at Boungou

35
2016

2017

2018

At Mana, the injury frequency rate fell in 2018 to 1.52, and
the number of lost work days dropped at Mana to one. The
2017 increase in lost work days relative to 2016 is due to the
severity of the 2017 accident. Our results at both mines are
benchmarked against the industry average generated by the
joint health and safety association for the mining sector in
Quebec.

(1) Per 200,000 hours worked

In 2018, in its first four months of commercial production,
Boungou Mine recorded an injury frequency rate of 0.93
injuries per 200,000 hours worked. This is a strong result,
particularly when benchmarked against the targeted rate of
2.0. In addition, a total of 5.6 million man-hours were worked
without lost-time injury during the 18-month construction
period of Boungou.
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Two Mines, One Commitment to the Environment
We carefully plan, design and
build operations to minimize our
environmental footprint, and work
with host communities to ensure
that our operations meet
acceptable standards of practice
and adhere to regulations. By
investing in best-available
technologies and implementing
leading environmental practices,
we seek to minimize our energy
use and air emissions, protect
the ecosystems surrounding our
sites, and minimize our physical
footprint on the natural
landscape.
We conduct regular environment
audits to ascertain our level of
compliance with our environmental system and environmental
policy. In 2018, the Mana Mine
hosted four inspections from
Burkinabe authorities: an
unannounced environmental
inspection by BUNEE, the
Ministry of Environment; an
inspection of listed facilities
for protection of the environment by BUMIGEB, the
Ministry of Mines and
Energy; and a follow-up visit
by Ministry of Environment
on the environmental and
social management plan.

Sorting domestic waste at Mana
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Responsible Water Management
Access to water is critical to our mining operations and the communities in which we operate. Clean
and readily available water is vital to human life, as well as the well-being of ecosystems and agriculture that support sustainable development. Given water’s vital importance, access to water can be an
issue for communities near our sites. We work to minimize our water consumption while collaborating
with local communities and governments to improve access to clean water.
Boungou
An environmental management system has been set up at Boungou to comply with its environment
and social management plans (PGES) and with international best practices. As at Mana, the Boungou
initiatives with regard to water include
• Recycling water at the mines
• Conducting comprehensive monitoring of water sources on site
• Collaborating with community and government representives to monitor water at sites
2018 Water Monitoring Activities

Groundwater

Monitoring the tailings pond piezometers; the
groundwater wells feeding the on-site drinking
water network; and community boreholes

Drinking Water

Daily monitoring of on-site drinking water
fountains

Domestic Wastewater

Establishment of a lagoon-based wastewater
treatment plant with four ponds

Surface Water

Sampling of surface water upstream and
downstream of water courses that could be
impacted by mining activities

Tailings Water

Monitoring water in three sediment ponds that
were set up to store water from waste piles

Drinking Water
A water treatment plant was set up at Boungou to produce safe drinking water for all personnel on
site. Water is pumped to the treatment plant where it is treated against iron and turgidity and softener
is added. The ensuing water, which meets World Health Organisation (WHO) guidelines, is
distributed through a series of water dispenser systems located throughout the site. In a move to
eliminate plastic bottles at Boungou, employees have been supplied with reusable water bottles. This
small gesture, which has been readily adopted by all users, enables us to reduce the plastic recycled
and to achieve cost savings.
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Mana: Over 50% of Water Used in Operations is Recycled Water

Groundwater

Dam water

Recycled water

10%

29%

61%

2016

19%

28%

13%

33%

53%

54%

2017

2018

Mana
In 2018, we reduced the quantity of underground water
used by 33% on a year-on-year basis, thus positively
impacting the level of groundwater for neighbouring
communities
•
•

Use of recycled water reached 54% at our operations
For the third year running, no water was sourced from
the Mouhoun river
Dust Suppression

One of the more water-intensive areas of our operations is dust suppression. Our water tank trucks
continuously perform on-site watering activities to suppress dust. We also use water spraying and
dust collecting systems at primary crushers, fine ore stockpiles, and conveyor belts to minimize dust
emissions. For dust control, we use surface run-off water. We regularly measure dust levels around
our operations and in neighbouring villages to verify the effectiveness of these mitigation strategies.
If necessary, we adjust the frequency and focus of our control measures to maximise air quality for all
stakeholders.
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Protecting Our Ecosystem

SEMAFO recognizes that
protecting biodiversity and
sustaining healthy ecosystems
is fundamental for the responsible environmental management
of its operations. All sites and business development opportunities are
expected to integrate biodiversity
management and conservation to
demonstrate our due diligence and
ensure the reclamation of disturbed
ecosystems. Biodiversity baseline
studies are conducted for development
projects as part of ESIA. Throughout
our mining operations, we carry out and
monitor our biodiversity initiatives in line
with our PGES.
At Boungou, in 2018, it was decided to
go beyond the PGES requirements and
commence replanting activities during
the construction period instead of
waiting for production start-up.
In partnership with the local
community and the forestry
ministry, 16,000 plants were
grown in nurseries before
being planted in an
enclosed two-hectare plot.
The local population
was apprised of the
rationale for the area
and has committed to tending the
replanted area.
The success of
our replantation contributes
to the natural
beauty and biodiversity of the
area, in
addition to
engaging the local
communities in the
fight against
22
desertification.

In partnership with the regional office of Ministry of Environment, Green Economy and Climate
Change, the environmental team at Mana hired 50 day-workers locally to plant 10,000 plants in
six townlands in August 2018 as part of the mine’s PGES. Before planting, information sessions
were held in the community to maximise planting and plant-care techniques.
In October, the Ministry carried out a field study to measure the rate of success and green-up in
three of the townlands. The report concluded that 93% of the planting had been successfully
effected and suggested potential initiatives to build on the achievement. These included
protecting the zone against animal entry; sensitizing the local population to the potential for bush
fires; and watering during the dry season.
Replantation area at
Boungou

To protect the ecosystems surrounding
our mines, we use bird bangers to
deter animals from accessing our tailings
ponds. A daily wildlife monitoring program
is in place to check for mortalities.
In addition, employees have been
sensitized to the need to capture and
release animals instead of killing them.

Selective five species of plants for replanting at Mana
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Managing our Tailings Ponds
Safe management and disposal of tailings is critical to protecting environments and communities, making tailings management a major
priority for SEMAFO. We manage our tailings in accordance with
robust government regulations, international standards and leading
industry practices. Our tailings facilities are all site-specific and have
been carefully designed and constructed by specialized engineering firms. These facilities are designed and certified to government
regulations to minimize environmental risk, and an independant audit
is carried out every two years to ensure their compliance.

In 2018, a total of 183 tailings
ponds inspections were carried
out at Boungou
Preparation for the 2019 audit
at Mana

Site Rehabilitation
Financial resources are allocated annually for the implementation of our environmental rehabilitation
program. The plan is updated annually and includes objectives and activities that allow for gradual
restoration, which will minimize the impact of an eventual closure. The total rehabilitation costs expected for the Mana Mine and the Boungou Mine were estimated at $14.7 million and at $21.6 million,
respectively, for the total life of the mine.
Energy Consumption
Energy use represents a significant proportion of our operating costs and is responsible for the vast
majority of the GHG emissions produced by our operations. We source our energy mainly from fossil
fuels such as diesel. Electricity at Mana is primarily sourced from diesel generators, while the Boungou Mine is supported by hybrid heavy fuel oil and diesel generators.
Air Quality Monitoring Program
Starting in June 2018, the environment team began
taking monthly measurements of the air quality at the
five villages closest to the Boungou Mine. Results will
be released next year.
At Mana, we have been working with an external
agency since 2015 to provide the sampling, analysis, equipment and certification of air quality and
airborne emissions on the Mana plant for a threeyear period. In the 2017/2018 year, samplings of
gases (ozone (O3), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2)) in the ambient air were conducted on 10 different sites surrounding the Mana Mine.
After 10 analysis of the results, the agency concluded
that the 10 sites sampled tracked below both Burkina
Faso and WHO guidelines.
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SEMAFO,
a Partner of Economic Development

Burkinabe
purchasing
75%

Where possible, we advocate purchasing
from Burkinabe suppliers. Approximately
75% ($232 million) of our total purchases
in 2018 ($307 million) was made locally, up
from the 55% of local purchasing recorded
in 2017.
Procurement in 2018

International
purchasing
25%

Economic Value Generated for Burkina Faso and Canada
The Extractive Sector Transparency Measures Act (ESTMA) was enacted on December 16, 2014,
and brought into force on June 1, 2015. The Act delivers on Canada’s international commitments to
contribute to global efforts to increase transparency and deter corruption in the extractive sector by
requiring extractive entities active in Canada to publicly disclose, on an annual basis, specific
payments made to all governments in Canada and abroad. SEMAFO filed the ESTMA report for the
Canadian government on the following link:
http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/mining-materials/estma/18198.

*Note:
All references to this website are for your information only and the information it contains is not part of this document.
Additional financial information on the Mana Mine may be found in note 29, Segmented Information in the
Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31, 2018.
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